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What is SnapVideoPro? Its a screen-capture software program, capable of capturing your entire desktop,

a portion of it or the active window of the desktop. But there's more! SnapVideoPro can also: Open

bitmap images Save to JPG, BMP and TIFF formats Apply several photo retouching effects to your image

Add text to an image Draw on an image And much more! In addition, SnapVideoPro can build slideshows

for you from the snapshots you take, making it perfect for building desktop presentations! And that's still

not all! SnapVideoPro also allows you to work with a virtually unlimited number of snapshots at once!

Yes, its true! You can now perform multiple snapshots in the same program, and all your documents will

be easily accessible from the SnapVideoPro user interface! Taking Snapshots of Your Desktop, or Any

Portion of It, Has Never Been This Fast or Easy! Keeping simplicity in mind, we have tried to make

SnapVideoPro as easy to use in building professional presentations for your documents as possible!

Thats why SnapVideoPro has the ability to apply photo retouching effects to your snapshot, to add text to

it, to draw on it and much more! Plus, you can now save snapshots one by one by using the built-in

auto-snapshot feature, and save your snapshots in several graphics formats, including JPG! You can now
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also resize your snapshots using up to 7 built-in professional resizing filters! Finally, SnapVideoPro

includes a fully multi-document interface (MDI), which allows you to quickly switch between your

snapshots and edit them as you like! And using the built-in XP-look-alike interface, your visual experience

will now become more pleasant and the images will be much easier to work with! Here Are Just Some of

the Many Features This Amazing Program Boasts: Ability to capture any portion of the screen Work with

multiple images at once Apply professional photo retouching effects to your snapshots Adding images

and text to your snapshots Resizing snapshots using up to 7 advanced filters Configurable, system-wide

hotkeys for most common actions Save snapshots to multiple image formats Capture a mouse-defined

region of the desktop Capture desktop objects like menus, windows, list boxes, edit fields, etc. Directly

print snapshots Easily create slideshows by using the autocapture feature Autohide the program on

capture Beep whenever capture starts and whenever finishes Undo last operation support Windows XP

look-alike interface, even on non-XP systems Complete help manual
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